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Workshop Agenda
Introduction
◦Learn how project management concepts 
can be applied to your doctoral studies

◦ Identify and prioritize stakeholders

◦ Manage stakeholder relationships

◦Understand the risk management process

Discussion
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Project Management
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A Thesis is a Project
•"A project is a temporary endeavor 

undertaken to create a unique 

product, service, or result" (Project 

Management Institute, 2013, p. 5).
• Complex

• Non routine

• One time effort

• Limited by time, cost and scope

• Meets customer needs
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Deliverables and 
Milestones
•A deliverable is a tangible result 
• It must be finished to complete the project

•A milestone is a significant date
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Project Lifecycle (in Theory) 
(Larson & Gray, 2014)
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The Real Project Path 
(Plus Life Happens)
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Dissertation Journey
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As the Project Manager – YOU
are in the Driver’s Seat
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Procrastination often comes from 
perfectionism. 

We often procrastinate because we 
are challenged with doing things 
perfectly. 

“Perfection is the worst enemy
of good enough."

~ Anonymous

A good thesis is a done thesis



Projects and Organizational 
Missions
•Link the project to the 
organization's mission

•Link your thesis to 
your life goals
• How is finishing the 
dissertation important 
to you?

• What does success 
look like?

• Keep the end in mind
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Projects and Organizational 
Missions

•Use your research 
question as your 
dissertation beacon
• Remember - your 
dissertation fits into 
your life goals

•Also use your life 
goals as your beacons
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Stakeholders/Customers
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You

Mentors, 
Friends 
Family

Faculty

Librarians

Butt kickers

SUPERVISOR

Role models

FGS

External 
Committee 

Member

Committee 

Members



Working with your 
Supervisor (Key Stakeholder 
/ Customer)

Roles, responsibilities and expectations
◦ Of yourself e.g. Successfully complete the dissertation
◦ Of your supervisor
◦ Subject matter expert? Methodology expert? The one 

with all the answers?
◦ Guidance, encouragement, support, gentle kick in the 

butt

◦Meet regularly and discuss progress, 
milestones, issues
◦ Status reports

◦Escalation of commitment
◦ FGS
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What does a Successful 
Thesis Look Like to:

•You?

•Your family?

•Your partner?

•Your…?
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Stakeholder Analysis
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Success is Multifaceted (and 
Depends on the Stakeholder)
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Submitted proposal

Did first interview

Ethics application approved

Candidacy exam completed

Conference paper completed

Drafted a chapter

Read and annotated an article



As the Driver – Set 
Smart Goals

•Specific 

•Measurable 

•Agreed upon 

•Realistic 

•Time Bound
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Tic-Tac-Toe Grid
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Tic-Tac-Toe Grid
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2016

?

DecOctSepAugJulyJuneAprilMarchFebJan May Nov

Library searches
Literature review

Ethics application
Workshop

?

Timeline (in Theory)



Kam’s Timeline (in Reality)
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Risk Management
1. Risk Identification

2. Risk Assessment

3. Risk Response Development
a. Mitigate, avoid, transfer, retain

4. Risk Response Control
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Risk Severity Matrix
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Plan Forwards and 
Backwards

•Plan forwards

• Using one Post It color, identify high level deliverables from 

start to finish

•Plan backwards

• Think about what is successful thesis will look like for 
<INSERT STAKEHOLDER NAME HERE>  

• Using another Post It color, add additional deliverables from 

the end of the project to the start

• Repeat backwards plan as necessary

•Now review the timeline again
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To do successful research, 
you don't need to know 
everything,

you just need to know of one 
thing that isn't known.

~ Arthur Schawlow



Key Takeaways
You are in the driver’s seat
◦ It is your dissertation project

◦What does a successful thesis look like 
to you?
◦ Remember the stakeholders
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Be good to yourself…
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Discussion ...Thank you

Dr. Kam Jugdev, PMP

403-301-2956

kamj@athabascau.ca

Athabasca University
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